SANDIS Manual AARP (Automated Authorization Reassignment Program)
The AARP program can be used to create new authorizations based on current authorizations when a vendor number,
Service Code, or sub code needs to be changed. In the example below, these instructions demonstrate how to create
new authorizations for a vendor that will provide Alternative Service.
➢ It is important to confirm that the new rate and service code have been added to the vendor file. The
program will ask you to select the appropriate rate for these authorizations directly from the Rate Table.
➢ The program will create a file of records to bridge based on your selection of current authorizations. Once
selected it will use the SANDIS POS Bridge Program to generate the new authorizations.
➢ Note that this program is available and will work for All regional centers.

Step 1: Select the Vendor and Clients
1. To begin the process, start at the menu MNPOSUPM
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2. Select Option 3. Select Clients for the AARP Based on Current Auths.
A screen will display where you’ll enter the
• Vendor #;
• Date for Active Authorizations you want included;
• Service Code (optional)
• SubCode (optional).
This allows you to select only the records that should be authorized or changed.

Note: For alternative services monthly flat rate, you will want to input both the service code and subcode so you
only capture a specific set of authorizations to the relevant monthly flat rate.
3. Press Enter, you’ll see a list previewing your record selection.
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4. Review the list of Authorizations
a. If there are clients that you do not want to process, you have the option to remove them from the list.
i. Enter a 4 in front of any authorization on the list that you want to remove before processing.
b. If the data is correct press F5 to create the file of records that will be used to bridge and create the new
authorizations. This will return you to the menu.
Note: Placing the 4 in front of the authorization will trigger the authorization to be excluded when you select
Option 5. The authorizations will not be removed from the list you are viewing if you enter on the screen.
Step 2: Process the client records that were selected and create the new authorizations.
5. From the menu, select option #5 Run AARP Bridge/Create Authorizations.
6. On the screen that appears, enter the criteria to be used for the new authorizations.
a. Vendor #;
b. Monthly Units:
c. Service Dates.
d. The Comment Lines are optional if you want to add additional information about these authorizations.
EXAMPLE:

7. After you complete filling in the information, Press ENTER
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This will take you to the Rate Table selection for this vendor.
8. Enter “1” in front of the correct rate that will be used for the new authorizations.
9. Press Enter to continue.

10. Confirm that the Service Codes, # of Units, and Dates are correct.
11. Press F8 to Create the Bridge Transactions. This will create the file of records to Bridge.
12. A Pop-Up window will display asking you to confirm the number of records that you will bridge.

13. Press F5 to confirm your selection, which will take you to the POS Bridge Preview Screen.
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Step 3: This is the SANDIS POS Bridge Screen and this is where you will run the Bridge to Create Authorizations.

Other options available if you do not want to create the authorizations are:
• F8 to get a printed preview list without creating authorizations.
• F3 to Exit without making any changes.
14. Select F5 to Create Authorizations. (Note: this will produce two reports, check your printer or your spoolfile.)

15. Enter your 2-character Initials and Enter to complete the Bridge process.
Note: If you do not select the option “Create Authorizations” you can restart the process, but you will want to
start over from Step 1 after you clear the previous work file using option #7 from the menu.
16. Complete process authorizations normally by navigating to UFS Menu PSME22 A/P Service Authorizations and
run Option 2 Edit Authorizations using the 2 character initials completed in #15. Review the Edit and then
complete the process with option 3 Post Authorizations.
Note: An important fact to remember is that these new Authorizations were selected from the vendors current UFS
Authorizations. The AARP program can be used to create new authorizations whenever a change is made to a
vendor record that will require creating new authorizations. It can be used for small groups or large groups of
records to update.
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